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Abstract
We present an efficient method for creating large-scale animations of vertical developing cumulus-type
cloud growth. The dynamics of cloud formation, growth, and motion are complex phenomena, and depicting
these dynamics remains a significant challenge in the area of simulation and animation of natural phenomena
in computer graphics. A novel aspect of this paper is the combination of a physical simulation method and a
stochastic simulation method for obtaining an animation of large-scale phenomena with effects that are more
natural. The physical simulation method is used to accurately solve fluid dynamics on a relatively small scale
and prepare a 3D primitive pattern of a realistic animation of cloud growth. The stochastic simulation method
uses 1/fβ noise functions and performs a large-scale simulation of an air current caused by the rising and
condensation of water vapor due to the thermal effect. Many copies of the 3D primitive pattern are recursively
mapped into the air current to constitute a large-scale continuous cloud growth. This combination of the
physical and stochastic simulation methods can animate large-scale phenomena efficiently without enormous
computational time and memory. The physical and stochastic simulations are achieved by particle-based
methods, and the mapping is applied on simulated particles. Experimental results show that the proposed
method efficiently creates realistic animations of large-scale cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds.

1. Introduction
Animation techniques for representing large-scale
natural phenomena, such as the clouds shown in
Figure 1, are a very challenging task in the field of
computer graphics. There are mainly two ways to
produce realistic animations of natural phenomena.
One is to employ a physical-based simulation
method, which accurately simulates the physical
process of a natural phenomenon, such as
computational fluid dynamics. The other is to use a
mathematical-based procedural method, which
approximates a natural phenomenon as a
mathematical model. When it comes to gaseous or
fluid phenomena, various physical-based simulation
methods have been proposed to produce realistic
animations [2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 12, 14, 23, 24, 26].
However, in general, such simulation methods

Figure 1. Large-scale cumulus clouds
produced by the proposed method
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demand large amounts of computational time and
memory. In contrast, mathematical-based procedural
methods, such as implicit functions [4], fractals [4,
21, 29], Fourier synthesis [4, 6], and noise functions
[4, 20], tend to be computationally inexpensive and
easier to implement. However, the main challenge
with such procedural methods is to obtain realisticlooking animations [3].
Physical-based fluid simulation methods are
categorized into two types. One is grid-based
methods, which divide a simulation space into grid
cells and calculate physical values on the grid cells.
The other is particle-based methods, which use
particles to represent fluid and calculate the motion
of the particles. In particular, particle-based methods
have the great advantage that the fluid can change
the topology of its shape freely, which means the
method can be applied to complex shapes and the
boundaries of gaseous phenomena, such as flames
[2], clouds [3], and smoke [5, 23, 26]. However, in
order to simulate a large-scale phenomenon,
enormous computational time and memory are
requisite to compute the interactions between huge
amounts of particles [10, 11, 14].
In this study, we propose a method for creating
large-scale animations of vertical developing
cumulus-type cloud growth efficiently. This method
employs particle-based simulations and needs less
computational time and memory than common
particle-based simulation methods [10, 11, 14, 27].
The proposed method utilizes a hybrid approach that
combines a physical simulation method and a
stochastic simulation method for efficiently
producing realistic motions of numerous cloud
particles. During the formation and growth process
of clouds in the atmosphere, water goes from an
evaporation phase to a condensation phase [30].
Evaporation is the process in which the water
changes into water vapor due to heating the ground
by the sun. The generated water vapor is discharged
into the atmosphere and continuously rises due to
the effect of buoyancy caused by the difference of
temperature. This is an invisible process.
Condensation is the process in which the water
vapor changes into droplets due to cooling and then
clouds begin to form and grow. This is a visible
process. These processes are very complex and
difficult to represent with a continuous growth effect.
The proposed method represents the water vapor and
clouds by using particles and effectively represents
the above complex phenomenon. The proposed
hybrid method is summarized as follows.

1. Physical fluid simulation method: A smallscale 3D primitive pattern of the cloud growth,
which is called a 3D cloud primitive set (Figure2), is
prepared. This 3D cloud primitive set consists of a
set of fluid particles that are simulated by a particlebased physical fluid dynamics simulation method,
which solves the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations.
2. Stochastic simulation method: First, a 2D
density map is set on a ground surface. The map is
defined using a 2D 1/fβ noise function, and it greatly
affects the result of the simulation stochastically.
Then, water vapor particles are initially generated
on the ground according to the intensity of the 2D
1/fβ density map, which imitates the evaporation
process from water to water vapor on the ground.
Each individual water vapor particle is given several
attributes, such as position, velocity, mass,
temperature and dew point temperature threshold.
Then, the rising and condensation processes of the
water vapor particles are simulated under the
thermal effect. After reaching the dew point altitude,
the water vapor particles become condensation
particles and continue to rise.
3. Hybrid method: After condensation, copies of
the 3D cloud primitive set begin to be mapped on
some selected condensation particles, and fluid
particles in the copies become cloud particles to
represent cloud growth. Afterward, the cloud
particles are mapped recursively to produce a
continuous cloud growth. This recursive mapping is
the essence of the hybrid approach that combines
fluid particles accurately simulated by the physical
simulation method and condensation particles (water
vapor particles) stochastically simulated by the
stochastic simulation method.
In the next section, we discuss previous methods
used for the generation and animation of clouds in
computer graphics. In Section 3, we describe the
cloud formation process in nature. In Section 4, we
explain the physical fluid simulation method that we
employ for producing the 3D cloud primitive set. In
Section 5, we present our hybrid method in detail. In
Section 6, we show some experimental results
produced by the proposed method. Finally, we
present our conclusions in Section 7.

2. Previous work
There is a considerable amount of research on
simulation and animation of clouds for computer
graphics. Nagel et al. [18] presented a numerical
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model of cloud growth based on a simple Boolean
function iterated within a volumetric data space.
This method, called a cellular automaton, can give
fairly realistic-looking growth patterns for the
formation of clouds. The simulation can be done
using low quantities of computational time.
However, this method tends to produce symmetrical
cloud structures. Later, Dobashi et al. [3] extended
this method to 3D space to demonstrate more
realistic cloud growth. Kajiya et al. [7] proposed a
method for animating clouds using a numerical
simulation of the fluid dynamics of the atmosphere.
This method is very complex and time-consuming.
Kaneko [8] used the CML (Coupled Map Lattice)
method to simulate gaseous phenomena, specifically
clouds. More recently, this method has been applied
by Miyazaki et al. [12] to generate clouds based on
atmospheric fluid dynamics and has produced highspeed formations of cirrus clouds. Neyret et al. [19]
proposed a method for forming clouds using
qualitative simulation. This method is quite unique
in its focus on the formation of clouds, and hence its
suitability for animation is unknown.
The physical simulation of gaseous phenomena
such as clouds is better represented if it is based on
computational fluid dynamics. Stam et al. [24]
developed a fast and reliable method in which
Navier-Stokes equations are discretized using the
finite element method, which is executed with large
time steps. However, creating a large-scale
animation of cloud growth using only physical
simulation methods is still time-consuming. Harries
et al. [15, 16, 17] implemented Stam’s methods on
the GPU. This method would be excellent for
generating images of static clouds because the
algorithm is mainly considered for the rendering
method of clouds on the GPU based on the
Dobashi’s [3] method. However, the suitability of
the Harris method for the growth effect of dynamic
clouds is also unknown. Kikuchi et al. [9, 10]
proposed a method utilizing the particle method to
make an animation of cumulus clouds. Their
dynamic simulation of particles forms cumulus
clouds and takes into account several forces, such as
the gravitational force and attraction/repulsion
forces. Takeshita et al. [27] proposed an extended
method by adding entrainment, adiabatic cooling,
and latent heat effects to the Kikuchi method.
However, this method implies an expensive
simulation process to create large-scale animations.
More recently, the focus of attention has moved
to the problems associated with the large-scale

presentation of natural phenomena in computer
graphics. Rasmussen et al. [23] proposed a method
for representing large-scale phenomena such as
smoke. In this method, a small volume of 2D
simulation data was obtained from the physical
process, solved using a semi-Langrangian method
[24], and was then extended to the 3D field by using
non-physics processes such as spectrum theory, thus
significantly reducing the computation time and
memory requirements. Wang et al. [22] also
presented almost the same idea for creating
animations of ocean water.

3. Physical process of cloud formation
Clouds are formed when air containing water
vapor is cooled below a critical temperature, called
the dew point temperature threshold, and the water
vapor condenses into droplets or tiny particles in the
atmosphere. Another requirement for clouds to form
is the presence of ascending air [30, 31]. This is
most often caused in the atmosphere by thermal
currents (processes), caused by temperature
variations within the atmosphere. When the sun
irradiates the ground, the ground temperature
increases and the air molecules near the ground are
heated. This generates buoyancy due to the
temperature difference and the air molecules begin
to rise. As this happens, the air expands and the
pressure decreases, in turn causing the air to cool.
Cool air can hold less water vapor than warm air,
resulting in increased relative humidity as a moist air
parcel rises. Eventually, the rising air reaches the
dew point temperature threshold, at which time
condensation occurs and a cloud begins to form.
This is not the end of the process, because
condensation is an exothermic process [31] that
causes the release of the latent heat of condensation.
The transfer of energy increases the temperature of
the nearby air, creating more buoyancy and
increasing the vertical velocity. This is the reason
that clouds appear to grow upward, especially when
the surrounding air is calm [25]. In a later section,
we show how our method performs the animation of
cloud growth based on this physical process.

4. Physical fluid simulation method
As described in Section 3, clouds are composed
of water droplets resulting from the rising
evaporation and condensation process of water
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vapor in air currents by the thermodynamics. In our
proposed method, we try to model these cloud
formation processes by a stochastic simulation using
particles, as described in Section 5. Simulating a
cloud motion exactly by a physical fluid dynamics
simulation is one of the most effective and practical
choices for creating a realistic animation of cloud
growth because the clouds are formed by the air
currents governed by fluid dynamics. However, in
general, a physical fluid simulation needs lots of
computation time and memory even for a smallscale fluid; so, naturally, it is difficult to animate a
fluid on a large scale. Therefore, our proposed
method takes a strategy in which a pre-computed
small-scale simulation result is reused many times in
a large-scale space to produce a large-scale result.
This efficient strategy greatly reduces the necessary
computation time and memory. Our essential idea
comes from the recursive structure of clouds. We
first produce a small-scale 3D primitive pattern of
cloud motion, which is called a 3D cloud primitive
set (Figure2), using a physical fluid simulation.
Then, lots of copies of the 3D cloud primitive set are
recursively mapped into the air currents simulated
by the stochastic simulation of the thermodynamics
mentioned above. This mapping produces a largescale continuous cloud growth. This approach means
that we propose a hybrid method that combines a
physical fluid simulation for the accurately
computed cloud motion with a stochastic simulation
for the cloud formation processes. We employ the
particle-based fluid simulation method and then
combine it with the particle-based stochastic
simulation. In addition, in contrast to a grid-based
method, the particle-based method has an important
advantage in that it easily allows arbitrary
topological changes of the clouds.
We employ Takeshita’s particle-based fluid
simulation method [27] to produce a small-scale 3D
cloud primitive set. This method discretizes the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations below
using the particles-based method.

In Eq.(1), u is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, ρ
is the density, μ is the kinematic viscosity, and f is
the external force. In addition, Takeshita’s method
uses the following thermodynamics equation.
∂T
+ (u⋅ ∇ )T = α∇ 2T − Γu z + QC c
∂t

In Eq.(2), T is the temperature, α is the coefficient of
thermal diffusion, Γ is the dry adiabatic lapse rate, uz
is the velocity in the vertical direction, Q is the
coefficient of latent heat, and Cc is the condensation
rate of water vapor. The buoyancy is considered as
an external force. In the particle-based method, the
viscosity is approximated through discrete particles,
and the pressure gradient is modeled as the
interaction force between particles. The entrainment
is calculated using the heat conduction between
particles. Figure2 shows a 3D cloud primitive set
produced by this physical fluid simulation method;

Figure2. 3D cloud primitive set produced by
the physical fluid simulation method

the images in Figure2 are frame images extracted
from the animation produced. This 3D cloud
primitive set is used in the recursive mapping for the
large-scale animation described in Section 5.

5. Hybrid method for large-scale animation
In this section, we explain in detail our algorithm
for large-scale animation. In Section 5.1, we
describe the stochastic simulation method based on
2D 1/fβ noise functions for simulating the rising
(thermal) process of particles, and in Section 5.2, we
describe how our method generates the growth of
clouds.

∇⋅u = 0
⎛∂u
⎞
+ u⋅ ∇ u ⎟ = −∇p + μ∇ 2 u + f
∂
t
⎝
⎠

ρ⎜

(2)

(1)
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5.1. Stochastic simulation method for rising
and condensation of particles under the
thermal effect
Clouds begin to form when evaporated water
vapor begins to condense at the dew point altitude.
To represent the evaporation effect of water, first,
our method generates an initial arrangement of water
vapor particles above the ground surface. The 2D
ground surface is defined in the 3D simulation
space; the ground surface is defined on the x-y plane,
and the height is defined in the z direction, as shown
in Figure 4, which will be described later in more
detail. The ground surface is divided into grid cells
of an arbitrary resolution. Each grid cell is given a
density value from a density map, which is defined
by a 2D 1/fβ noise function. An example of the
density map is shown in Figure3.a; the regions with
higher intensity are shown in the white color and the
regions with lower intensity are shown in the black
color. Then, water vapor particles are generated
proportionally to the density values in the grid cells,
i.e., more particles are generated on regions with
high density, and fewer particles are generated on
regions with low density. The number Wp of
generated water vapor particles at a grid cell (ix, iy)
is determined by the following equation:

(

a. Density map defined by 2D 1/fβ noise function

b. Distribution of water vapor particles

Figure3. Generation of water vapor particles
from a density map

The heights Pvz-min and Pvz-max are the minimum and
maximum heights that are allowed for the initial
height of a water vapor particle. The initial
horizontal position (Pvx(t0), Pvy(t0)) is randomly set
within the region of the grid cell (ix, iy).
The initial temperature Tv(t0) of a water vapor
particle is set based on the initial height of Eq.(4)
using Eq.(5).

(

Tv (t 0 ) = Tv_max − Tv_max − Tv_min

)

In Eq.(3), Wp-min and Wp-max are the minimum and
maximum number of generated particles. The 2D
1/fβ density map fNoise(ix, iy) gives a density value
within [0.0,1.0] at each grid cell (ix, iy). Then, each
water vapor particle is given several individual
attributes, such as initial position, velocity, and
temperature, while all particles are given the same
values for mass and dew point temperature threshold
throughout the simulation.
The initial 3D position Pv(t0) = (Pvx(t0), Pvy(t0),
Pvz(t0)) of a water vapor particle at the initial
stochastic simulation time t0 is determined by using
the 2D 1/fβ density map fNoise. The initial vertical
position Pvz(t0) of a particle at a grid cell (ix, iy) is
determined by Eq.(4).

(

)

vz

0

) − Pvz_min

vz_max

W p (ix , iy ) = W p_min + W p_max − W p_min fNoise (ix , iy ) (3)

Pvz (t0 ) = Pvz_min + Pvz_max − Pvz_min fNoise (ix , iy )

) PP (t

(4)
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− Pvz_min

(5)

In Eq.(5), Tv is the temperature of a water vapor
particle, which becomes a condensation particle
during the simulation as described later. The
temperature Tv-max and Tv-min are respectively the
maximum and minimum temperatures. Eq.(5) means
that a lower temperature is set for a particle with a
higher height, and vice versa. An example of the
initial distribution of water vapor particles using the
2D 1/fβ density map is shown in Figure 3.b. The
orange particles have high temperature and lower
height, and the blue particles have low temperature
and higher height.
After arranging the water vapor particles on the
ground surface at the initial time, we simulate the
rising process of water vapor particles based on the
thermal process described in Section 3. This process
provides the preconditions for cloud formation
caused by temperature differences in the simulation
space. To model the water vapor particle rising, we
take into consideration the buoyancy that occurs due
to temperature differences between the water vapor
particles and the environment. The buoyancy here is
different from the one used in the Navier-Stokes
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equations described in Section 4. The gravity effect
on the water vapor particles is also taken into
consideration. The buoyancy that acts on the water
vapor particle is defined as follows:
f vbz (t ) = Cb (Tv (t ) − Te (t )) − mg

The temperature Tdp is the dew point temperature
threshold, and C is the coefficient for the particle’s
temperature decrease rate.
Environmental temperature: The environmental
temperature Te around a water vapor particle or a
condensation particle is determined in consideration
of the altitude Pvz of the particle as follows:

(6)

In Eq.(6), fvbz represents the vertical component of
the buoyancy fvb = (fvbx, fvby, fvbz), Cb is the buoyancy
coefficient, Te is the environmental temperature, t is
the stochastic simulation time, m is the mass of the
water vapor particle, and g is the gravity
acceleration in the vertical direction. We describe
later how to determine the temperature Tv and Te at a
given time t.
The simulation advances by updating the velocity
and position of each water vapor particle. The
acceleration is defined by the buoyancy force fvb and
is integrated by using the Euler method with a time
step increment ∆t, which has the same value as that
for the physical fluid simulation. The velocity
Uv=(Uvx, Uvy, Uvz) and position Pv = ( Pvx , Pvy , Pvz)
of the water vapor particle are updated by the
following equations.
U v (t + Δt ) = U v (t ) + Δt ⋅ f vb (t ) / m
Pv (t + Δt ) = Pv (t ) + Δt ⋅ U v (t )

Te (t ) = Tsl_max − C e Pvz (t )

The temperature Tsl_max is the maximum temperature
of the environment at the ground surface level, and
Ce is the coefficient of the environmental
temperature decrease rate. The coefficient Ce is set
as 6.4°C per kilometer.

5.2. Recursive mapping for generating cloud
particles
In the cloud growth phenomenon in nature,
clouds are produced by the condensation effect that
occurs at the altitude of the dew point temperature
threshold. Our method represents this phenomenon
by producing cloud particles from condensation
particles, which are described in Section 5.1.
Moreover, to create a large-scale animation of the
cloud growth with continuous effects, cloud
particles are produced recursively. In order to obtain
realistic motions of the growth of clouds, our hybrid
method combines the physical fluid simulation
described in Section 4 with the stochastic simulation
described in Section 5.1: the moving fluid particles
provided by the physical fluid simulation are
recursively mapped to condensation particles or
cloud particles, according to the stochastic
simulation.
After condensation particles are produced at the
dew point altitude, some condensation particles are
selected as source particles to generate cloud
particles. Our method uses a set of moving fluid
particles provided by the physical fluid simulation as
a 3D cloud primitive set as described in Section 4,
and the 3D cloud primitive set is mapped onto the
position of each source particle. After this mapping,
each fluid particle in the 3D cloud primitive set is
treated as a cloud particle. Afterward, to produce
cloud particles recursively, some cloud particles are
selected as source particles, onto which the 3D cloud
primitive sets are mapped in the next recursive level.
This recursive mapping of “child” cloud particles
onto “parent” cloud particles is repeated. That is,

(7)

In this process, the interaction force between
particles is ignored. The wind force is also ignored;
thus, the x and y components of the buoyancy force
are zero.
The particle temperature Tv and environmental
temperature Te at a given time t, used in Eq.(6), are
determined as follows:
Particle temperature: When a water vapor particle
is rising until it reaches the dew point temperature
threshold, its temperature decreases 10.0°C per
kilometer. At the dew point, the water vapor particle
condenses into a condensation particle. Afterward,
the particle temperature decreases 6.0°C per
kilometer. In our model, the particle temperature Tv
is updated according to the altitude Pvz of the
particle, as follows:
Tv (t + Δt ) = Tv (t ) − C ( Pvz (t + Δt ) - Pvz (t ))
⎧10o C / km
⎪
C=⎨
⎪ 6o C / km
⎩

(T (t ) ≥ T )
(T (t ) < T )
v

dp

v

dp

(9)

(8)
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z
Cloud particles,
L=2

Source particles,
L=3
Source particles,
L=2

Cloud particles,
L=1
Condensation
particles

Source particles,
L=1

Height of
dew point
threshold
Water vapor
particles

y
x

Initial arrangement of
water vapor particles

Figure4. Description of cloud generation process

In Eq.(10), the stochastic simulation time t and the
physical simulation time s are related to each other
as follows:

some cloud particles of recursive level L, L ≥2,
become source particles to generate cloud particles
of recursive level L+1. The source particles selected
from among the condensation particles generate the
cloud particles of recursive level L = 1.
The mapping of a cloud primitive set to a source
particle in recursive level L, L≥1, is achieved as
follows. However, it should be first noted that we
use two kinds of time. One is the stochastic
simulation time t, which is used in Section 5.1 and is
the frame time of an animation in this section. The
other is the physical simulation time s, which is used
in the physical fluid simulation for a 3D cloud
primitive set. We let Ps[L, j](t), j = 1, …, G[L](t),
denote the 3D position of a source particle j at time t,
where G[L](t) is the number of source particles of
recursive level L existing at time t. We let Pf [i](s), i
= 1, …, Nf(s), denote the 3D position of a fluid
particle i at time s in a cloud primitive set provided
by the physical fluid simulation, where Nf(s) is the
number of fluid particles existing at time s. Then,
the 3D position of a cloud particle (j, i) at time t in
an animation is determined as the following Pc[L, j,
i](t):
Pc [ L, j , i ](t ) = Ps [ L, j ](t ) + R[ L, j ]Pf [i ]( s)

s = A[ L, j ](t-t0 [ L, j ])

(11)

At the stochastic simulation time t = t0[L, j], the
mapping of the 3D cloud primitive set to the source
particle j starts at the physical simulation time s = s0
= 0. The coefficient A[L, j] is a speed control
parameter. When A[L, j] is larger, the time s
proceeds more quickly and the mapped fluid particle
i moves more quickly in the animation. This enables
us to control the cloud growth speed at the position
of each source particle in each recursive level using
a common 3D cloud primitive set, which contributes
to generating realistic cloud growth motion. In
Eq.(10), the magnification factor R[L, j] controls the
range of motion of the fluid particle i, which
represents the contraction and expansion effect of
the cloud growth. We describe how to determine the
values of A and R later.
As described above, to produce recursive cloud
structures, source particles of recursive level L are
selected from among the condensation particles or
cloud particles of recursive level L-1. The 3D
position of a source particle of recursive level L at
time t, Ps[L, j](t), j = 1, …, G[L](t), in Eq.(10) is
determined as follows:

(10)
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(a) step =200

(b) step =380

(c) step =430

(d) step =500

(e) step =550

(f) step =612

Figure5. Simulation progress for generating cloud particles by the hybrid method

L =1
⎧⎪ Pv [r ( j )] (t ),
Ps [ L , j ](t ) = ⎨
P
[
L
−
1
,
r
(
j
),
r
(
j
)](
t
),
L≥2
⎪⎩ c
j
i

L =1
⎧M [ L] N v (t ),
G[ L](t ) = ⎨
M
[
L
]
N
[
L
−
1
](
t
),
L
≥2
c
⎩

(12)

The random selection of source particles in Eq.(12)
is executed by random integer numbers r(j), rj(j),
and ri(j), j = 1, …, G[L](t), such that

In Eq.(12), Pv[k](t), k = 1, …, Nv(t), denotes the 3D
position of a condensation particle at time t, where
Nv(t) is the number of condensation particles
existing at time t. The 3D position Pc of a cloud
particle is defined by Eq.(10). The number of cloud
particles existing at time t is represented using the
number of fluid particles in the 3D cloud primitive
set, Nf, and Eq.(11) as follows:
N c [ L](t ) = ∑ N f ( A[ L, j ](t-t 0 [ L, j ]) )
G [ L ]( t )
j =1

(14)

1 ≤ r ( j ) ≤ N v (t ),
1 ≤ r j ( j ) ≤ G[ L-1](t ),

(

1 ≤ ri ( j ) ≤ N f A[ L-1, r j ( j )](t − t 0 [ L − 1,r j ( j )])

)

(15)

respectively. We can give an arbitrary value to the
selection ratio M[L] for each recursive level L to
control the amount of cloud particles. On the other
hand, the numbers Nf, Nv, Nc, and G are determined
during the simulation process and are not given by
the user: Nf results from the physical fluid
simulation, Nv results from the stochastic simulation,
Nc and G result from the hybrid simulation.
As shown in Eq.(11), the selection of a source
particle j in a recursive level L is done at a stochastic
simulation time t0[L, j], and the mapping of a 3D
cloud primitive set to the source particle begins. The
timing for setting t0[L, j] is very important to
enhance the reality of the cloud growth. To control

(13)

In the recursive level L, G[L](t) source particles
exist at time t, which have been randomly selected
until the time t from among Nv(t) condensation
particles if L = 1, or Nc[L-1](t) cloud particles if L ≥
2. The number G[L](t) is determined by a selection
ratio M[L], 0 ≤ M[L] ≤ 1, as follows:
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generating cloud particles in consecutive recursive
levels to animate the cloud growth, as shown in
Figure 5(c), (d), (e), and (f).

this timing, we set a time range [ts[L], te[L]] for each
recursive level L to select source particles j, such
that ts[L] ≤ t0[L, j] ≤ te[L]. The starting time ts[L] of
the time range is determined according to the time
when the condensation particles or cloud particles of
recursive level L-1 begin to appear. The ending time
te[L] is determined to control the interval of the time
range and it is a user-controlled parameter.
In the method proposed above, the number of
cloud particles generated above a certain region
tends to be proportional to the density of the region
on the 2D 1/fβ density map initially given to the
ground surface. Therefore, we want the cloud
growth in the higher-density regions to develop into
the bigger clouds with quicker motion as compared
to the lower-density regions. Therefore, the values
of R and A in Eq.(10) and Eq.(11) are determined
using the 2D 1/fβ density map fNoise, which is the
same as the map used in Eq.(3) and Eq.(4).
Experimentally, we use the following equations for
a source particle j above a grid cell (ix, iy).
R[ L, j ] = R0 fNoise (ix, iy ),

A[ L, j ] = (1.0 + A0 fNoise (ix, iy ) ),

R0 = 1.5
A0 = 2.0

Our proposed algorithm is summarized in the
following pseudocode:
1: // Initialization
2: Prepare a 3D cloud primitive set by the particle-based
fluid simulation method described in Section 4
3: Generate a 2D-1/fβ density map by the FFT method
4: Set stochastic simulation time t = t0
5: Generate water vapor particles above the ground
surface using the density map, and initialize the
attributes of the water vapor particles at time t0 by
Eq.(3), Eq.(4) and Eq.(5)
6: // Hybrid simulation steps
7: Set maximum recursive level Lmax= 1
8: for each time step t
9:
// Determination of condensation particles
10:
for each water vapor particle
11:
if (the particle temperature Tv(t) < Tdp)
12:
The water vapor particle becomes a
condensation particle
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
// Mapping of 3D cloud primitive set
16:
for each recursive level L, 1 ≤ L ≤ Lmax
17:
if (time t is within the time range [ts[L], te[L]])
18:
if (L = 1)
19:
Select source particles j of level L from
condensation particles by Eq.(12), and
set t0[L, j] to t
20:
else if (L ≥ 2)
21:
Select source particles j of level L from
cloud particles of level L-1 by Eq.(12),
and set t0[L, j] to t
22:
end if
23:
Start to map a copy of the 3D cloud
primitive set to each selected source
particle by Eq.(10). Then, the fluid particles
in the 3D cloud primitive set become cloud
particles of level L
24:
end if
25:
end for
26:
if (Cloud particles of level Lmax appear above)
27:
Update maximum recursive level Lmax = Lmax + 1
28:
end if
29:
// Rising process of water vapor and condensation
particles by stochastic simulation
30:
for each water vapor or condensation particle
31:
Compute the environmental temperature Te(t)
by Eq.(9)
32:
Compute the buoyancy force fvbz(t) by Eq.(6)
33:
Update the velocity Uv and position Pv from t to
t+∆t by Eq.(7)

(16)

The above-mentioned mechanism is illustrated in
Figure 4. In Figure 5, we show the simulation
progress to create clouds by the proposed hybrid
method. This simulation is carried out for 612 steps,
and the density map has the resolution of 300x125.
In Figure 5, not only cloud particles but also water
vapor particles (and condensation particles) are
rendered for illustration, although water vapor
particles are not rendered in the examples in Section
6; in Figure 5, the water vapor particles are rendered
in lighter white than the cloud particles. After
initially arranging the water vapor particles on the
ground at Step = 0, Figure 5(a) shows that the water
vapor particles are rising. In Figure 5(b), some of the
rising water vapor particles condense into
condensation particles at the height of the dew point
temperature threshold. Then, some source particles
are selected from among the condensation particles,
and a copy of the 3D cloud primitive set is mapped
on each source particle for generating cloud particles
of the recursive level L = 1; in Figure 5(b), three
clumps of the deep white cloud particles appear
above the light white water vapor particles and
condensation particles. Afterward, the selection of
source particles and the mapping of the copies of the
3D cloud primitive set are recursively repeated for
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Figure 6. An example of towering cumulus clouds
34:

Update the particle temperature Tv from t to
t+∆t by Eq.(8)
35:
end for
36:
Update stochastic simulation time t = t + ∆t
37: end for

cumulus clouds are roughly flat. In this study, we
present examples of these types of cumulus clouds.
In these examples, based on the above discussion,
we generated the clouds by setting the condensation
level or dew point temperature as constant. Thus, the
base of the clouds of the examples shown as follows
seems roughly flat.
In Figure 6, we demonstrate a simple towering
cumulus produced by the proposed method. In this
simulation, the water vapor particles were generated
from a density map of 64×64 with high density at
the center. The maximum recursive level Lmax is
restricted to 5. The selection ratio M[L] for source
particles in Eq.(14) is set to 0.2 for all recursive
level L. In the recursive level L = 1, the starting time
ts[L] of the time range for selecting the source
particles from among the condensation particles is
set to the time at which condensation particles begin
to appear. The ending time te[L] is set to 100∆t after
ts[L], where ∆t is a time increment of the stochastic
simulation. In the recursive level L ≥2, the starting
time ts[L] of the time range for selecting the source
particles from among the cloud particles in recursive
level L - 1 is set to the time ts[L] = ts[L-1] + χ∆t,
where χ is a constant that is set to 50. The ending
time te[L] is set to 60∆t after ts[L].
Figure 7 shows simulation results of a more
complicated large-scale cumulus cloud. In this
simulation, two different 2D 1/fβ density maps are
used for comparing the influence of the density
maps on the growing cloud shapes. The magenta and
blue maps in Figure 7.A (a) and B (a) are the density
maps that are generated when the value of β is 3.3
and 2.7, respectively. The magenta regions indicate
high-density regions, and the blue regions indicate
low-density regions. The resolution of the density
map of Figure 7.A is 150×100, while that of Figure

6. Examples of large-scale animation
In this section, we demonstrate several vertical
developing cumulus-type clouds generated using the
proposed method and show the performance of the
method.

6.1. Creating
clouds

cumulus

and

cumulonimbus

Cumulus type clouds are those that primarily
exhibit vertical development. Two of the more
common types are cumulus and cumulonimbus.
Cumulus clouds are produced by buoyant vertical air
motion. They are generally tall, with flat bases and
rounded tops, and sometimes are described as
resembling a cauliflower. Under certain conditions,
cumulus clouds continuously grow vertically and
can develop into a giant cumulonimbus, which is a
thunderstorm cloud. These cumulonimbus clouds are
much larger and more vertically developed than
cumulus clouds. They can exist as individual towers
or can form a line of towers called a squall line [31].
When observing cumulus clouds, we are actually
observing the condensation process of rising thermal
process of water vapor at a certain level in the
atmosphere known as the condensation level or dew
point temperature level. The thermal process of
water vapor, which are invisible, rising above this
level condenses spontaneously to form visible cloud
particles [31]. Since the height of this level is almost
constant at a particular time, then the bases of
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7.B, is 200×100. The images (a) to (e) in Figure 7.A
and (a) to (e) in Figure 7.B are animation frames that
are arranged over time. In both Figures 7.A and B,
the clouds tend to grow larger on the higher density
regions on each density map: the clouds grow larger
on both end regions of the map in Figure 7.A, and
on the central region in Figure 7.B. Because more
water vapor particles are generated on higherdensity regions, more source particles tend to be
selected in those regions after condensation. This
results in mapping more cloud primitive sets and
generating more cloud particles. Afterward, the
recursive generation mechanism of the cloud
particles in our method continues to generate more
cloud particles in those regions. Consequently, the
generated clouds form a shape based on the density
map. From the result of the simulation, we can
observe that clouds are developed realistically with
continuous growth effects. The maximum recursive
level Lmax and the selection ratio M[L] are the same
in Figure 7.a and b with values 4 and 0.3
respectively. The time ranges are the same as in
Figure 6.
Figure 8 shows the simulation result of a
cumulonimbus cloud. In this simulation, the 2D 1/fβ
density map has the resolution of 300×100, and the
value of β is 3.0. The maximum recursive level Lmax
is restricted to 4. The selection ratio M[L] is set to
0.2 in recursive level L = 1, and 0.5 in L ≥ 2. In
recursive level L = 1, the starting time ts[L] is set to
the time at which condensation particles begin to
appear the same as in Figure 6. The ending time te[L]
is set to 60∆t after ts[L]. In recursive level L ≥2, the
parameter χ for the starting time ts[L] = ts[L-1] + χ∆t
is set to 60, and the ending time te[L] is set
differently for each recursive level within (40~60)∆t
after ts[L].
Figure 9 shows the simulation result of sparse
cumulus clouds. The clouds were rendered and
viewed from a position below the clouds, while
those of the other figures were observed from the
top or side positions. The appearance of cumulus
clouds greatly depends on the density distribution
and thickness of the clouds, as well as on the
viewing direction in relation to the sun’s position. If
the generated clouds are thick enough, the sunlight
does not completely traverse the cloud, resulting in
heavy-looking cloud with a flat base. If the
generated clouds are distributed with low density by
sparse cloud particles, some of the sunlight can
traverse the cloud, resulting in an irregular rounded
base with different brightness. In the simulation of
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Figure 9, we intended to generate clouds with low
density by sparse cloud particles, while the other
figures are generated with dense cloud particles. In
Figure 9, we generated the clouds from a density
map of resolution of 300×300. To generate less
particles than the other figures, the selection ratio
M[L] was set to 0.1. From the simulation result, we
can observe that the base of the clouds are less flat,
thus looking more realistic.

6.2. Performance analysis
The simulation statistics of the examples in
Section 6.1 are shown in Table 1. These experiments
were carried out on a Pentium® 4 3.8-GHz CPU
computer with 2 GB of memory, and a
QuadroFX1400 video card with 128 MB of memory.
In Table 1, the statistics data of Figure 2 shows
the performance of the particle-based physical fluid
simulation method to produce a 3D cloud primitive
set, while those of the other figures show the
performance of the proposed hybrid method. The
hybrid simulation of the figures, except Figure 2,
used the 3D cloud primitive set of Figure 2, and
their total simulation time in Table 1 does not
include the computation time for preparing the 3D
cloud primitive set.
To create an animation of realistic cloud
formation with continuous growth effects, a
simulation method that calculates the motions of all
cloud particles in the whole simulation space
together by a physical fluid simulation such as SPH
method [13] or Fedkiw method [5, 26] is desirable.
However, such a method is still computationally
expensive. To reduce the computational cost, an
accelerated algorithm for searching the neighbor
particles has been presented such as Takeshita [28],
and this algorithm is applied in the particle-based
fluid simulation method used to obtain 3D cloud
primitive set for the proposed hybrid method in this
paper. In this algorithm, the simulation space is
divided into voxels and each particle is registered
into the voxel in which the particle exists. Then, for
each target particle, neighbor particles of the target
particle are searched only within the voxels around
the target particle. Therefore, this algorithm make
the simulation efficient and the computational cost
can be reduced to O(N) time complexity, where N is
the number of particles.
However, even if neighboring particles are
searched efficiently, the interaction of the target
particle with all of the neighboring particles has to
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bytes. When the voxel resolution is M = Mx×My×Mz,
the M voxels need 4×M bytes. The attributes of a
particle include its density, temperature, position (Px,
Py, Pz), velocity (Vx, Vy, Vz) and acceleration (fx, fy,
fz), and each attribute value needs 8 bytes as double
precision floating point number. Thus, we need 11
doubles, that is, 88 bytes to store the attributes of
one particle. This means that we need 88×N bytes to
store N particles. Thus, to generate N particles using
the physical fluid simulation, 88×N + 4×M bytes are
required.
In our method, the memory storage is mainly
used to store the positions of the cloud particles,
which are mapped from the 3D cloud primitive set.
The position data of a cloud particle needs 3 doubles,
that is, 24 bytes. Thus, to store the positions of Nc
cloud particles, 24×Nc bytes are required. In addition,
the stochastic simulation method needs some
memory storage. Each water vapor particle, or
condensation particle, has the same attributes as the
particle in the physical fluid simulation above and
needs 11 doubles, that is, 88 bytes. Thus, 88×Nv
bytes are required for Nv water vapor particles or
condensation particles. However, Nv is much smaller
than Nc. So, our method approximately requires
24×Nc bytes. On the other hand, the physical fluid
simulation to obtain the 3D cloud primitive set
requires 88×Nf + 4×Mf bytes, where Nf and Mf are
the number of fluid particles and that of voxels in
the physical fluid simulation respectively. This
physical fluid simulation is pre-computed and is not
executed simultaneously with the stochastic
simulation and mapping process. Usually, the
number of cloud particles, Nc, is much larger than Nf
and Mf. Thus, consequently, our proposed method
requires 24×Nc bytes. Compared with 88×N + 4×M
bytes required for simulating all N particles by the
physical fluid simulation, our method can save 64×N
+ 4×M bytes.
As shown in Figure 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8, the largescale animations produced by our hybrid method
resulted in realistic cloud growth motions. We can
say that our hybrid method can efficiently produce
realistic cloud growth animations in large scale and
reasonable computation time and memory
consumption.

be calculated. This calculation needs lots of time for
approximately solving the fluid equations. When we
extend the simulation to a large-scale, the number of
interaction between particles increases according to
the increase in the number of particles, thus, the
computational time increases consequentially.
In contrast, our hybrid method achieves the
efficient creation of a large-scale cloud animation by
combining two simulation methods: a stochastic
simulation method in a large scale and a physical
fluid simulation method in a small scale. The
stochastic method simulates the air current caused
by thermal process in the whole simulation space,
and this is executed in a small computation time
since the interactions between particles are not taken
into consideration. On the other hand, compared
with the stochastic simulation, the physical fluid
simulation that is used to obtain 3D cloud primitive
set needs more computation time, especially for
computing the interactions between particles as
mentioned above. However, we pre-compute the
particle-based fluid simulation with a small number
of particles to obtain the 3D cloud primitive set.
This pre-computation for the 3D cloud primitive set
does not take much time because of a small number
of particles. Therefore, in the proposed hybrid
method, the calculation time is mainly consumed for
mapping the particles from the 3D cloud primitive
set. The 3D cloud primitive set has the position data
of the particles of all the frames in the physical fluid
simulation, and the size of this data is large.
Therefore, we store this data on the hard disk to save
the memory storage and we read it when we want.
The computational time to read particle data of the
3D cloud primitive set from the disk and map it to
generate cloud particles once is assumed to be T,
and the number of the recursive mapping execution
is assumed to be F. Thus the total computation time
to consume for the recursive mapping of the 3D
cloud primitive set can estimate as O(T×F). This
computation time is so fast compared with the
physical fluid simulation. Table 1 shows that,
approximately, our method spends roughly the same
computation time as the physical fluid simulation of
Figure2, although our method uses roughly one
hundred times as many particles as Figure 2.
To run a simulation using the particle-based
physical fluid simulation method with a large
number of particles, a large memory storage size is
required to allocate the voxels and to store the
associated attributes of the particles. Each voxel
stores the index of a particle, and the index needs 4

Table1. Simulation statistics
No. of
Total
Simulation
Cloud
Simulation
Time(sec)
Particles
Figure 1
1592646
359.0

190

Total
No. of
Steps
488
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Figure 2
(3D Cloud
primitive set)

16401

458.2

154

Figure 5
Figure 6
Figure 7.A
Figure 7.B
Figure 8

4534381
492646
1405644
1707802
1973087

559.0
159.6
354.0
380.8
423.9

612
491
500
503
500

method in order to generate more realistic clouds
with irregular bases. We also plan to apply our
large-scale animation method to other natural
phenomena such as smoke, fire, explosion and
volcano ashes, since they also have behaviors with
continuous growth effects. Because the proposed
method generates particles in a recursive structure, it
is considered that the LOD (Level of Detail) method
for rendering can be easily applied. For fast
rendering, a GPU particle-based rendering method is
preferable. We plan to attempt these approaches in
future studies.

6.3. Rendering method
From the generated cloud particles, we create
volume data with alpha values. Then, the volume
data is loaded into texture memory as a 3D texture,
and the final rendered images are created by a
volume rendering method using OpenGL [1].
Moreover, the rendering method simulates primary
scattering through the medium in a single direction.
This direction is usually the direction leading to the
point of view. The rendering method is executed in
two steps. First, the voxels of the volume are sorted
according to their distances from the viewpoint, and
the voxels are cast to the background by alpha
blending ordered by the farthest voxels from the
viewpoint. In the second step, the rendering of the
clouds viewed from the viewpoint is created.
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(a) density map

(d) step = 460

(b) step = 350

(c) step = 410
(f) step = 500
(A) Example 1: The resolution of the density map is 150×100.

(a) density map

(d) step = 450

(b) step = 350

(c) step = 410
(f) step = 503
(B) Example 2: The resolution of the density map is 200×100.

Figure 7. Examples of large-scale cumulus clouds
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(a) step = 320

(b) step = 360

(c) step = 400

(d) step = 430

(e) step = 460

(f) step = 490

Figure 8. An example of large-scale cumulonimbus clouds
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Figure9. An example of sparse cumulus clouds
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